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After toppling Silent Sam on Aug. 20, demonstrators throw dirt on the Confederate monument as Chapel Hill Police attempt to keep the crowd under control.
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After decades of racial tension,
the Silent Sam monument was forcibly pulled down Monday night by
demonstrators.
A protest that began at 7 p.m.
and included University students,
faculty and nearby residents led to
a swarm of protestors surrounding
the Confederate monument with
banners condemning white supremacy.
Tensions rose as Confederate
sympathizers lingering in the
crowd confronted the demonstrators. Heavy police presence monitored the protest at the start, but
the scene began to settle after about
two hours.
Around 9:30 p.m., demonstrators
wrapped ropes around the monument, which were concealed by the
banners, and pulled in one direction,
said first-year Mya Graham. The
monument fell within 10 seconds,
another witness said.
“I feel liberated — like I’m a
part of something big. It’s literally
my fourth day here,” said first-year
Natalia Walker. “This is the biggest
thing I’ve ever been apart of in my
life just activist wise. All of these
people coming together for this one
sole purpose and actually get it done
was the best part.”
Police officers stood over the monument that students began to cover
in dirt, calling for the crowd to back
away.
“I watched it groan and shiver and
come asunder,” said Dwayne Dixon,
an Asian studies professor at UNC
who has been active in anti-racist
movements. “I mean, it feels biblical.

paint as a demonstration against
the monument last spring.
Little said her court hearing is
scheduled for Oct. 15 in addition to
a pending Honor Court case.
She told the crowd she didn’t
want to focus on her criminal
charges, but on the subject of
memorialization.
“Right now, we do have a memorial on campus,” Little said. “A
memorial to white supremacy, and
to slave owners. And to people who
murdered my ancestors.”
She called for a memorial to
honor James Cates, a 22-year-old
Black man who was a lifelong resident of Chapel Hill and a racial
justice activist. Little said Cates was
murdered in the Pit by a white-supremacist motorcycle gang known
as the Storm Troopers.
UNC graduate student Jerry
Wilson spoke next to read his open
letter to Chancellor Folt. Midspeech, he hung a noose around
his neck and said he would wear it
When Sam was still standing around campus until the statue was
taken down.
Early in the night, Silent Sam
While speakers called for action
remained standing but couldn’t against the monument, there was no
be seen — draped in banners that mention of forced removal early in
covered the full length of the monu- the evening.
ment. One banner read, “Dedicated
“If the act of wearing a noose
to those who fight against the white around my neck seems extreme, then
supremacy that UNC upholds.”
I encourage you to reflect upon the
Nearly one year after the 2017 violent ideology of white supremacy
protest condemning Silent Sam, stu- to which Silent Sam is a monument,”
dent protesters began Monday night Wilson said. “I also encourage you to
with a message of solidarity against consider the psychological violence
white supremacy at the Peace and enacted upon Black students and it’s
Justice Plaza.
physical manifestations.”
At the center of the protest was
Maya Little, a UNC grad student On the verge of violence
who was arrested for covering Silent
As demonstrators marched from
Sam with her own blood and red

It’s thundering and starting to rain.
It’s almost like heaven is trying to
wash away the soiled contaminated
remains.”
A c c o r d i n g t o U N C Me d i a
Relations, an estimated crowd of
250 protestors brought down Silent
Sam.
“Tonight’s actions were dangerous, and we are very fortunate that
no one was injured,” UNC Media
Relations said in a statement. “We
are investigating the vandalism and
assessing the full extent of the damage.”
Other demonstrators saw it as a
historical triumph.
“This is history,” Orange County
activist Heather Redding said. “This
is going to change a lot. I know a
lot of people wanted the University
to take it down. And there’s something to be said about the University
having to move it now, because that
forces them to acknowledge that it is
inherently racist.”

the Peace and Justice Plaza toward
the monument, tensions arose near
the point of violence. Shouting and
shoving intensified as Chapel Hill
Police guarding Silent Sam met the
crowd. An unidentified demonstrator threw smoke bombs in the center
of McCorkle Place.
With the crowd organizing
around the monument, police
stepped back — standing in a line
away from the demonstration as
protestors chanted things like “cops
,go home.”
At one point, a shouting match
erupted at the base of the monument between two men, one claiming to be a UNC senior named Ricky
Flowers and the other claiming to be
named Rusty Edwards.
In an earlier conversation with
the DTH, Edwards said he believes
Silent Sam and the Confederacy
“represents tyranny against an overbearing, centralized government,”
not slavery. He wore a necklace
bearing a Confederate flag badge
at the center of his chest. He called
the protesters “idiots” who needed to
“research a little history.”
He also blamed Africans for the
root of slavery in America, saying
their own countrymen were the ones
who sold them in the first place.
“I don’t agree with slavery,”
Edwards told Flowers.
“Okay, good, then take that
f ****** badge off, you moron,”
Flowers responded.
“Why don’t you take it off?”
“I’d love to, but we’re surrounded
by cops, motherf*****.”
“I already told you, I wouldn’t
press charges.”
“It didn’t seem to matter when I
walked up and asked if I hit you in

the face, would they arrest me?”
“If you did, it would be the last
thing you would ever remember,”
Edwards said.
Another Confederate sympathizer who claimed to be named “Lord
Byron” said the statue belonged to
his generation, calling the demonstrators “misguided people.”
Later on, DTH reporters saw
police separating that man from a
group of demonstrators. The demonstrators claimed he was shoving
and provoking them.
UNC’s Media Relations team
confirmed one arrest at the end of
the night, charging an unnamed
individual for concealing their face
during a rally and resisting arrest.

What comes next
“It’s an amazing feeling right
now,” said Graham. “It’s down on
the ground, it’s in the dirt.”
At nearly midnight, UNC police
officers carried the monument to
a UNC Facilities and Maintenance
truck.
Dixon said he thinks both
Chancellor Folt and UNC police
will be happy to move away from
the topic of Silent Sam.
“Just like some of the people
who made speeches, now, they can
see some of the money that the
University has being actually used
for real, living students, and not a
monument to students who were
once here and unfortunately took up
a cause that was violent and hateful
and within the service of slavery,”
Dixon said. “Point blank.”
Taylor Buck, Kate Karstens
and Maddy Arrowood contributed
reporting.

I felt that one had better die fighting injustice than to die like a dog or a rat in a trap.
IDA B. WELLS

Due: Thursday, August 15
Receiver and his father bound by love
DTH/ HALEY HODGES

By Chris Hilburn-Trenkle
Sports Editor

In a backyard in Charlotte, a
father and son are playing football.
Anthony Williams, in his early
20s, is teaching his son drop steps.
Take the snap, explode back three
steps, plant and fire. He runs slant
routes, so his son can have a moving
target and build his arm strength.
The boy is just 3 years old but,
already, his father knows he’s special. Williams sees the same ability
he had.
When he was in junior high, a
high school quarterback in his neighborhood taught him how to throw.
Williams’ father was not a part of his
life. As a child, he had nobody in his
life to catch his throws. Nobody to
teach him out routes.
“Growing up not having your dad
around,” Williams said. “It kind of
taught me, ‘Don’t be like that guy,’
and what a real dad should be like.”
Anthony Ratliff-Williams, that
3-year-old boy who is now UNC’s top
wide receiver and an All-ACC First
Teamer, may claim the spotlight on
Saturdays in Kenan Stadium.
He may have returned two kickoffs for touchdowns and caught 630
yards worth of passes in 2017. And
he may be the spark the Tar Heels’

need to ignite a bounce-back campaign after a 3-9 season.
But Williams, Ratliff-Williams’
father, is the co-author of his story.
He and Ratliff-Williams were not
just father and son; they were best
friends. They competed in sports and
video games, like Madden and 2K.
“We’re real competitive with that,”
his father said with a hearty laugh.
“We’d end up arguing sometimes,
and my wife will have to come in
there and be like, ‘Y’all just cut it off.’”
Williams was never able to have
those moments with his father.
Raised by a single mother, he grew
up in inner-city Charlotte. His uncle
was killed in a robbery, and he saw
more violence and turmoil than he
ever wanted his children to see.
When Williams was 18, his girlfriend, Dinah Ratliff, learned she was
pregnant. The Garinger High School
quarterback had a choice: play college football or start a family. He’d
seen firsthand what happened when
a child grew up without a father. He
wouldn’t let that happen to his own.
Cayla was born on Jan. 7, 1995.
The couple’s second child, Anthony,
was born on June 17, 1997.
And then, a new story began
— one where Anthony RatliffWilliams blossomed into a star with
the help of his father.

‘Sacrifice for the bigger
cause’
By the time Ratliff-Williams
reached middle school, Williams
decided the family needed a change.
He wanted his child to be surrounded by people who were earning
scholarships and going to college.
Those were the dreams he once
had. Now, he could provide them
for his son.
“So, we moved to Matthews,”
Williams said. “We couldn’t really
afford it, but sometimes you have to
sacrifice for the bigger cause.”
The son made his way to Butler
High School, a football powerhouse,
to play for Brian Hales, the man who
described Ratliff-Williams and his
dad as “two peas in a pod.”
“Almost like a best friend relationship,” the head coach said. “Dad still,
I mean, he didn’t trade in his dad
card to be his friend. He’s still parenting him up, but just their relationship, they’re so close. It was kind of
like father and son, but it was almost
like they were brothers, too.”
Ratliff-Williams backed up Riley
Ferguson, a standout quarterback
who later attended Memphis, as a
first-year. He played some quarterback as a sophomore, while splitting
time at receiver. As a junior, he quar-

terbacked a young Bulldog offense
to the NCHSAA 4A State semifinals
and threw for 34 touchdowns.
All the while, his father was there
as his biggest supporter.
“Me and my dad have always
been so tight,” Ratliff-Williams
said.“Just because he’s always been
able to understand.”
Before his senior season, his parents got married. They wanted it
for their son, before he went off to
college.
The son continued to shine as a
senior. He was a consensus three-star
prospect and the No. 1 quarterback in
North Carolina. He chose UNC over
Clemson and Mississippi State.
The day he dropped his son off in
Chapel Hill, Williams said, was one
of the toughest of his life.
“We were together every day, and
now he’s not in the room beside you
anymore,” he said. “I think I got right
there before you come up to that light
up at 54. It kicked in then.”
But the father and son spoke every
day while the son was away. He redshirted as a first-year and then made
a position change from quarterback
to receiver the next season, while
playing sparingly. As a redshirt sophomore, he exploded onto the scene
as both a receiver and return man.
Williams had given his son advice in

text messages and phone calls, especially about his time coming soon.
“I told him, ‘Hey, life changes. The
process at the school is kind of the
same as what happened at Butler,’”
Williams said. “But like I told him
(back then), ‘Once you cross the goal
line, all this stuff is going to change.’”
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Due: Friday, July 19

‘I told you’
With just under 11 minutes left
in the third quarter of UNC’s second game of 2017, the son awaited a
kick return against Louisville.
As the defense charged toward
him, he wove through for his first
career touchdown.
In a Nov. 9 game against
Pittsburgh, he announced his
arrival as a star. The night before
the game, Ratliff-Williams was
on the phone with his father. His
dad wanted to make the trip up to
Pittsburgh, but he couldn’t.
The night before the game,
Ratliff-Williams was on the phone
with his father. His dad wanted to
make the trip up to Pittsburgh, but
he couldn’t.
“I told him I wasn’t going to
make it,” Williams said. “So I was
like, ‘Man, I guarantee you’re going
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Best male athlete:

Best place to buy Carolina swag:

Theo Pinson

Johnny T-Shirt

Theo Pinson is No. 1 on the court and No. 1 in our hearts! This senior
shooting guard played with heart and poise during his last season with
the Tar Heels. His leadership united a young team and allowed the Tar
Heels to play cohesively throughout the season.

128 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill // johnnytshirt.com/
carolinastore/browse.php?p=intro

This UNC merch store has served the Chapel
Hill community since 1983 by providing high
quality, officially licensed clothing, sports
gear, home decor and more. A portion of
every sale goes to UNC academic scholarships
and athletics.

Best female athlete:

Paris Kea

After sitting out the 2015-16 season due to NCAA transfer regulations,
Paris Kea was an essential part of the women’s basketball team this
season. The redshirt junior earned first team all-ACC honors this year and
leads the team in scoring, averaging 18.8 points per game.

Runner-up: UNC Student Stores
Best accessories
store:

Runner-up: Morgan Lane

Light Years

Best intramural or
club sport:

121 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 //
lightyearsjewelry.com/

Light Years is affordable, laidback
and unique, selling anything
from handbags and necklaces
to incense, geodes, candles
and more. The store features
pieces from local artists and has
something for everyone.

Volleyball

If your killer volleyball serve
suffers with the pressure of
an audience, intramural is the
way to go. And if you have a
competitive streak, you’ll thrive
in club volleyball, where you’ll
play against other schools’ teams.
Regardless of which you choose,
it’s the perfect way to get your
blood pumping, have fun with
friends, and relieve stress.

Runner-up: Rumors

Best gift shop:

Best place to watch a game:

Light Years

If you walk into Light Years for a
gift-shopping trip, beware. There
is such a wide variety of knickknacks and accessories that it can
be tough to avoid accidentally
spending more than an hour in
this fun little shop.

Runner-up: Soccer

Best place to work out:

Labor Day Edition

3

Carolina’s Finest and Summer on the Hill
Runner-up: Joel Berry II

Due: Friday, August 23

Rams Head Recreation Center

https://campusrec.unc.edu/facility-list/rams-head/ // 101 Student Recreation Ctr,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599

This conveniently-located gym features three basketball
courts, an indoor track, an indoor climbing wall, cardio
machines, weights and exercise classes.

Runners-up: UNC Student
Stores, Target

Dean Smith Center (a.k.a. the Dean Dome)
300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Watching a basketball game at a bar can be fun, but it can’t compare to
actually being there. There’s nothing like the feeling of unity and school
spirit you feel as part of the crowd at a game. It’s a quintessential UNC
experience. The Dean Dome first opened in 1986 and has been hosting
UNC basketball games ever since.

142 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 // https://www.bevello.com/

Rams Head Recreation Center

https://campusrec.unc.edu/facility-list/rams-head/ // 101 Student Recreation Ctr, Chapel Hill, NC 27599

One of the best ways to reduce stress during finals season is to take a yoga class. Rams Head
Recreation Center has classes every day with qualified instructors to guide you through classes
focused on mediation, flexibility and strength.

Runner-up: Rumors

Runner-up: Student Recreation Center

Best men’s clothing store:

Julian’s

Best frozen treat:

Find your next rental

135 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 // https://julianstyle.com/

Yogurt Pump

“Purveyors to Carolina Royalty since 1942,”
this sophisticated family store sells upscale
Southern garb in an atmosphere teeming
with Southern hospitality. Julian’s also
offers alterations, personal shopping,
custom apparel, special orders and wedding
coordination.

Voted Carolina’s Finest for 13 years running, YOPO’s tasty,
rotating flavors offer something for everyone. And don’t
forget to save your receipts – you can trade in 10 receipts
for a free treat.

Runner-up: Ben & Jerry’s

Runner-up: Rumors

Best dessert:

Yogurt Pump

Best consignment store:

Delicious froyo, affordable prices AND endless
combinations? What dessert could be better?

Rumors

106 N Graham St, Chapel Hill, NC 27516 // shopatrumors.com/

Runners-up: Sugarland, Insomnia Cookies

Best date on a budget:

Yogurt Pump

Grab something sweet with someone sweet. YoPo’sYOPO’s
high-quality ingredients, delicious, refreshing yogurt and
affordable prices will definitely make you and your date
happy, especially on a warm day.

Runner-up: Cosmic Cantina

This thrift boutique buys, sells and trades
clothing to build a collection of chic vintage
pieces at affordable prices. Since 2007, Rumors
has provided Chapel Hill and Carrboro vintagelovers with numerous throwback options to
curate their own unique looks.

Runner-up: PTA Carrboro

Best place to get
engaged:

Old Well

This classic UNC symbol is said to
bring luck to those who drink from
it at the start of their academic
careers. Maybe the same is said for
marriages — or maybe the storied
well and its beautiful surroundings
just make for a romantic proposal
setting. We’ll never know for sure.

for you & your
bestfriend
Best place to furnish your nest:

Best campus bathroom:

It seems like an obvious choice, but there are so
many options at Target at extremely low prices. It’s
perfect for broke college kids looking to get what
they need while still saving enough money for
dinner.

With far more stalls than the average
bathroom, there’s never a line for the
Student Union toilets. Just make sure to bring
a scented candle if you’re planning to be
there for long (for the ambiance, of course).

Target
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Student Union

Runner-up: Urban Outfitters (Southpoint)

Runner-up: Undergraduate Library

Best “most Chapel Hill” hang out:

He’s Not Here

919-401-9300

This iconic bar is known for its backstory. Back when
Michael Jordan used to attend UNC, he frequented He’s
Not. People would call the bar and ask if he was there,
and He’s Not workers would reply with the titular phrase.

www.louisebeckproperties.com

Runner-up: The Quad

Friday, September 20

OCTOBER

Bevello

This accessible Franklin Street boutique is
known for its wide variety of chic clothing and
accessories, as well as its friendly, welcoming
staff. The store is up to date on trends
and, while perhaps a little pricey, is widely
considered to be worth it for the quality.

Runner-up: The Arboretum

Due: Friday, September 13

HOUSING GUIDE

Cat cafe comes to town
Get your heart purring
with Chapel Hill’s soonarriving business, featured
on p. 5.
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By Maeve Sheehey
Arts & Entertainment Assistant Editor

The changing nature of public art
UNC has added several statues and
monuments since Silent Sam’s installment in 1913, including a ram statue
meant to honor student athletes and
the Unsung Founders Memorial, a
table dedicated to “the people of color
bound and free who helped build the
Carolina that we cherish today.”
Cary Levine, an associate professor
of contemporary art, said the public
art of recent years is becoming more
likely to represent broader communities of people and social movements,
rather than specific figures.
“I think that in terms of our ideas
of what we’re memorializing, we’ve
really moved past the idea of the
great individual, the genius — and
often those people are the great
white male genius — as the epitome of some kind of achievement, or
some kind of victory, or some kind of
accomplishment,” Levine said.
The way in which artists memorialize historical events and groups has
also changed because more artists are
focused on challenging and questioning the viewer’s ideas with their work,
rather than just presenting a single
perspective, Levine said.
“I think we have been thinking
about, as a culture, the idea that a
memorial often is something that is
one perspective on history,” Levine
said. “And this is something that artists
who are producing memorials today
have grappled with — how do you
memorialize something at a moment
in history when history is a complex
thing and might mean different things

HOMECOMING EVENTS PREVIEW
Monday, October 21

of monuments and works of art, even
ones that represent specific figures,
has broadened over time to commem-

“There are a lot of empty
pedestals where monuments have been removed
all over the world...”
Daniel Sherman

UNC professor of art and history

orate a wider scope of people. He said
the Eve Carson Memorial Garden,
dedicated in 2010 after her murder,
is an example of this broader trend.
“The Eve Carson monument I

think is interesting because yes,
that monument is dedicated to her
memory, but it also is universalized
to include all students who have
died while they were here,” Marr
said. “And I think that’s a trend in
commemoration.”
Marr said additional examples
of universalized commemoration
include the museum in Andersonville,
G.A., which is now dedicated to
all prisoners of war throughout
American history, and the National
Underground Railroad Freedom
Center in Cincinnati, which is dedicated to the global cause of “unfreedom” and connects history to current
enslavement issues.

Controversial art on campus
One of the University’s first monuments was erected in 1837 as a memorial to Joseph Caldwell, a UNC president. When a newer monument was
dedicated to him in 1858, the UNC
Class of 1891 moved the original one
to his slave, Wilson Caldwell’s, grave.
After it was moved, the original
monument was dedicated to Wilson
Caldwell, his father, November
Caldwell, David Barham and Henry
Smith. Barham and Smith were also
Black servants to the University.
The Class of 1891 placed a plaque
on the monument that commend-

SEE PUBLIC ART, PAGE 7

DeVos seeks to rescind Obama-era policies on sexual misconduct
The new policies will change
how univiersities handle
sexual misconduct cases

Due: Wednesday, October 16

By Cailyn Derickson
Senior Writer

U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos is preparing new policies that
will change how universities handle
sexual misconduct cases, The New
York Times reported on Wednesday.
The news left students, activists and
university administrations unsure of
the future of Title IX.
According to the Times, DeVos’
proposed rules would tighten the
definition of sexual harassment,
leaving schools responsible only for
harassment cases involving a formal
complaint and sexual misconduct
that occurred on campus.
The prospective rules would leave it
to schools to decide whether or not to

have an appeals process and would add
the ability for victims and the accused
to request evidence and cross-examine
each other, said Elizabeth Boyle, an
organizer for Know Your IX.
“Put that very simply, that means
your rapist may now be your interrogator,” she said.
But after a five-year federal investigation that found UNC in violation
of Title IX in June, the suggested
guidelines could spell a new era for
the University’s practices dealing
with sexual assault.
Adrienne Allison, director of Title
IX compliance at UNC, said in a
statement the University is aware of
The New York Times story.
“Once the changes are officially
put forward by the Department of
Education for public comment, we will
review them to determine the potential impact on University policy and
procedures,” she said. “In the meantime, we continue our ongoing work

Unlike Obama’s guidance, the
Trump administration’s new rules can
go into law without an act of Congress
after a public comment period.
“This is all premature,” Clark said.
“We can speculate, but the concrete
thing we do know is that there is
something in the pipeline, and students will have an opportunity to
comment and they should raise their
voices when there is that opportunity.”
Boyle said once the advised regulations are made public, there will be a
time frame of 60 to 90 days to submit
official comments to the DOE. KYIX
has a guide on its website on how to
write and submit comments.
“We’re dealing possibly with the
revocation of our rights,” she said. “We
have to ignite that light under students
and tell them this is their moment to
have their voices heard and make sure
for them and students to come, school
will be a safer place.”
T he Obama-era guidelines

demanded colleges use the lowest
standard of proof, “preponderance
of the evidence,” when determining
if a student is responsible for sexual
assault. A preponderance of the evidence requires more than 50 percent
of the evidence point to the accused’s
alleged actions.
DeVos’ interim guidance allowed
universities to abandon the standard
and adopt the higher standard known
as “clear and convincing evidence.”
The new regulations would continue
to allow schools to choose the evidentiary standard, according to the Times.
“The nature of sexual assault, I get
it,” Hadley Heath-Manning, director of
policy for the Independent Women’s
Forum and UNC grad, said. “It’s harder to prove what happened behind
closed doors. It’s often the case that
two parties involved in an encounter
have two stories about what happened,

SEE TITLE IX, PAGE 7

I’m gonna munch ... I’m gonna crunch ...
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to comply with Title IX and to ensure
safety and equity in all programs and
activities provided by the University.”
The investigation was launched
in 2013 sparked by a complaint
filed by four former UNC students,
along with former administrator
Melinda Manning. In June, the U.S.
Department of Education’s Office for
Civil Rights identified UNC’s violation and agreed on terms to correct
the practices.
Manning, along with fellow complainants Annie Clark and Andrea
Pino, appeared in “The Hunting
Ground,” a 2015 documentary about
sexual assault on college campuses.
The news about the proposed policies comes almost a year after DeVos
rescinded the Obama administration’s 2011 Dear Colleague Letter,
which outlined the enforcement of
Title IX policies at higher education
institutions. Until now, schools have
relied on DeVos’ interim guidance.
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Local high schools grapple with football’s decline
By Jack Frederick
Assistant Sports Editor

The brand of football Denise Page
grew up watching in her hometown
isn’t there anymore.
“Football used to be the fun time
Friday night,” said Page, a 2001
Chapel Hill High School graduate.
“We’d all meet up at the field, watch
the game, talk, gather. The stands
used to be packed.”
Sitting in the back row of the away
bleachers at a junior varsity football
game at Jordan High School, she
longs for the days when the sport
was still in its heyday. But surrounded by a scattered crowd on a recent
Thursday at twilight, the remnants
of the community spectacle it once
was are now only visions in her head.
The depth charts, which once
teemed with players, now have just
enough to field a team. And while
the Chapel Hill players easily outnumbered their Jordan counterparts, maybe that’s because one of the
schools would field a varsity team the
next night. The other wouldn’t.
Page was the loudest fan in attendance, especially when her son, a
sophomore wide receiver and defensive back made a play. With a big smile
on her face, her voice cuts through the
noise of the cheerleaders, the whistles
and conversations around her.
And yet, no amount of cheering or
clapping could hide the underlying
reality.
Football is suffering in Orange
County, N.C. With low participation time less than a year ago, and now,
numbers due in part to concerns their only hope is that by not giving
about player safety, local high schools it up, the game can be revived soon.
“We’re not going to go down withhave suspended programs in recent
years. And now, the ripple effects of out a fight because football should
football’s absence are beginning to be here,” Page said. “They want it, so
guess what? We want it too.”
disrupt life outside the lines.
“The sport is literally dying at a
***
place where Chapel Hill and Carrboro
used to be football towns,” Page said.
On Aug. 13, 2018, 11 days before
The J.V. Tigers are clinging to
what’s left of football at the district’s what would have been the first
oldest high school. Some of the play- game, the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
ers put on shoulder pads for the first City Schools District announced

DTH/HALEY HODGES

the 2018 varsity football season at
Chapel Hill High School was cancelled.
“It was pretty much a shock to me
and the people that I played with,”
said former Chapel Hill varsity quarterback Brooks Benton, who graduated in 2013. “We never really asked
how the program was doing because
we thought it was doing fine.”
Benton said he didn’t see anything to suggest football was declining at the school until after he graduated. Things collapsed quickly.

Hurricane Florence still isn’t over for some
students from coastal areas
By Hannah Lang
Senior Writer

Mallory Ward has spent the week
waiting on text messages. Each update
from her mother chronicles the slow
ascent of the Cape Fear River, as it
overflows into her family’s home.
A couple inches. Six inches. A foot
– and still rising.
“My mom told me that the floor
tiles in my bedroom are already
floating,” Ward said.
This is the aftermath of Hurricane
Florence in Ward’s Wilmington
neighborhood, about seven miles off
the coast.
Although she stayed in Chapel

Hill last week, Ward’s family didn’t
evacuate for the storm. They stayed
in their home during Hurricane
Matthew in 2016, as did many residents of their neighborhood, and
suffered no major damage.
At the beginning of the storm,
Ward’s family was more concerned
about wind damage than water. After
a tree in their yard fell – away from the
direction of their house – they thought
they had avoided the worst of it.
Ward’s neighborhood is not in a
floodplain, she said, and flooding
hadn’t ever been much of an issue.
“Some of (the residents) have flood
insurance, some of them don’t.” Ward
said. “It’s not required, or even sug-

Following a one-win season in
2017, the district cited “a low turnout of players,” which didn’t make a
varsity program viable.
In June, across the county
at Cedar Ridge High School in
Hillsborough, school officials came
to the same conclusion about the
state of football in its district. In
2017, East Chapel Hill High School
did as well, and while the varsity
team returned at the school this season, the junior varsity team did not.
Schools with only J.V. programs

often see those rosters turn into
varsity teams, but then don’t have
enough younger players to replace
them. If that sort of struggle continues too long, the uncertainty may
cause some underclassmen to leave
the sport behind.
And that’s how the programs
struggling to survive could finally
die out all together.

***

SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 11

Carolina Covenant
founder honored

gested. We were told we didn’t need it.”
The Cape Fear River is expected to
crest on Friday at 61.5 feet, accordShirley Ort
ing to the National Weather Service.
By Elizabeth Holmes
That’s just 7.4 feet under the all-time
The former
Staff Writer
record– 68.9 feet, following a cataassociate provost
strophic flood in 1945.
Shirley Ort, former associate
and director of
Ward has a younger sister, who’s provost and director of the Office
the Office of
staying with a family friend as her of Scholarships and Financial Aid,
Scholarships and
parents tend to their home. To get to received the UNC Retired Faculty
Financial Aid.
the neighborhood entrance, Ward’s Association Leadership Award on
and igniting minds,” Ort said upon
sister took a canoe, traveling over Sept. 20.
the now-flooded streets to where the
Ort is considered a national leader receiving the award. “So to be recogroad is dry.
in her field, championing over $220 nized by those I respect so much is a
“She’s 15,” Ward said of her sister. million in financial aid for Carolina great honor.”
Ort has been praised for her dedica“She’s at that age where material pos- students until her retirement in 2016.
“Faculty are the intellectual force
of this University, inspiring hearts SEE ORT, PAGE 11
SEE FLOOD, PAGE 11
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Texas forever.
TIM RIGGINS

Basketball Preview
Wednesday, November 6

2018 YEAR IN REVIEW

Due: Monday, November 25
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Williams’ team was hit in the
mouth, and right then, the season
was in jeopardy of flying off the rails.
But instead of falling apart, the loss
served as a wake-up call that has
propelled the team on a fiery second-half run of historic proportions.
From that game on, the Tar Heels
have played themselves into the
conversation for a No. 1 seed in the
NCAA Tournament.
Setting aside the first Louisville
game, North Carolina has played its
best basketball of the year in ACC
play. The team has won 15 conference
games for the first time in program
history this year, while compiling an
unblemished 9-0 record on the road.
“Really proud of our team,”
Williams said Tuesday after beating Boston College, according
to 247sports. “First team, North

Carolina anyway, to go 9-0 on the
road in the ACC, and I think that’s a
fantastic accomplishment.”
Part of that run can be attributed to the meteoric rise of first-year
point guard Coby White, who has
proven to be the most prolific and
consistent scorer on the team. The
6-foot-5 Goldsboro native — who is
UNC’s leading scorer in the conference at 17.9 points per game — has
found his touch since the Pittsburgh
game, scoring 20-plus points six
times during a stretch that includes
the game against the Panthers.
However, the team itself has
been putting together a really nice
run, as well.
Veterans Cameron Johnson and
Luke Maye have had some of their
best performances in the second half
of the season. Since ACC play began,

DOORS FOR GAME DAY OPEN AT 9:30 A.M.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

$5.3 M

$800,000

Expected annual operating cost

At least 27

Arrests at Silent Sam protests
since Aug. 20.

Dec. 14

BOG decides on UNC’s proposal

SEE PAGE 6

DTH FILE/TARYN REVOIR

MIXED BAG IN MIDTERMS
FEDORA’S
FIRING

DTH FILE/RYAN HERRON

WHAT DEFINED FLORENCE & MICHAEL
THE 2018 SEASON TERRORIZE CAROLINAS
DTH FILE/SARAH DWYER

the Tar Heels have been outscoring
their opponents by 11 points per
game on average.
With highlight wins over thenNo. 1 Duke, a 17-point victory over
N.C. State and a revenge win over
Louisville, the Tar Heels have put
together one of the best resumes in
the country. With the regular-season
finale against Duke coming up on
Saturday, UNC has won 13 of its last
14 games heading into that matchup.
The team also has an 8-5 record
against Quadrant 1 opponents, while
taking down two of the other four
teams in the top 5. Three of the Tar
Heels’ five losses (Virginia, Kentucky
and Michigan) came against teams
currently in the top 7, while every
team UNC has lost to is expected
to make the cut for the big dance,
according to ESPN’s Joe Lunardi.

T h o u g h t h e r e ’s r o o m f o r
improvement moving forward,
UNC has kept up with almost anyone it has played, especially lately.
So how might that success translate
into the postseason?
UNC’s tough schedule from top
to bottom and its performance on
the road since conference play began
bodes well for the marathon of games
up ahead. After hosting Duke on
Saturday, the Tar Heels will play on
unfamiliar territory the rest of the way.
No matter the final outcome for
the team in March Madness, the Tar
Heels have already accomplished
more than they have in some of their
national championship seasons. And
at worst, even if they lose in the first
round of the tournament, that’s
nothing to scoff at.
sports@dailytarheel.com

DTH Publication Dates

ESPN COLLEGE GAME DAY

Building cost for University
History and Education Center

SEE PAGE 16

After a historic home loss to
Louisville on Jan. 12 in the ACC home
opener, the No. 3 North Carolina basketball team learned something that
has proven crucial to its season.
The Cardinals embarrassed the
home squad by 21 points as the Tar
Heels dropped their fourth game of
the season with a tough slate of conference foes still ahead. Afterward,
UNC was demoted down to No. 13.
“That game, Louisville was just so
much more intense and had better
intentions than we did,” head coach
Roy Williams said after a win over
Boston College on Tuesday, according to 247Sports. “I think it hit us
right in the mouth, and perhaps it’s
helped us some, too.”

#3
CAROLINA VS. #4 DUKE
SATURDAY, MARCH 9 AT 6 P.M. • DEAN E. SMITH CENTER

UNC’S PROPOSAL
BROKEN DOWN

SEE PAGE 12
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Men’s basketball team has historic ACC campaign in 2019

Due: Wednesday, October 30
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Monday, October 28
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to different people?”
Daniel Sherman, a professor of art
history, said a major turning point in
commemorative art occurred with
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., in 1982. Sherman
said the memorial was “deliberately
non-representational” and influenced
later public art, including the Alumni
Memorial in Memory of Those Lost in
Military Service located at UNC.
“You’re less likely to see individuals and allegorical symbols, and
more likely to see more abstract
work or work that represents people but not specifics,” Sherman said.
Timothy Marr, a professor of
American studies, said the dedication

NOVEMBER

Art pieces add to debate over
what public art has meant
and what it will look like

Silent Sam is down, a giant spider stands in front of the New West
building and people are questioning
what UNC’s changing landscape says
about the campus.
While some say Silent Sam should
be protected because of its artistic
value, others argue that it makes
a negative political statement.
Additional controversial art pieces
add to the debate over what public
art has meant in the past and what it
will look like going forward at UNC.
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Runner-up: Student Recreation Center

An on-campus hub for all things fitness, the SRC has a large
weight room with cardio and strength-training equipment,
as well as two multi-purpose studios with hardwood floors.
Whether you want to join the bodybuilding crew or dance
along in a Zumba class, the SRC has something for you.
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CAROLINA MEN’S BASKETBALL
CAROLINA VS. UNCW
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